
Free Variables Units Description

CD [−] Drag coefficient
D [N] Total aircraft drag (cruise)
Dfuse [N] Fuselage drag
Dht [N] Horizontal tail drag
Dvt [N] Vertical tail drag
Dwing [N] Wing drag
∆xacw [m] Wing aerodynamic center shift
ffuel [−] Percent fuel remaining
Izfuse

[kgm2] Fuselage moment of inertia
Iztail

[kgm2] Tail moment of inertia
Izwing

[kgm2] Wing moment of inertia
Iz [kgm2] Total aircraft moment of inertia
lfuse [m] Fuselage length
lvt [m] Vertical tail moment arm
M [−] Cruise Mach number
R [nm] Segment range
Sw [m2] Wing reference area
VTO [ms ] Takeoff velocity
V∞ [ms ] Cruise velocity
W [lbf] Aircraft takeoff weight
Wavg [lbf] Flight segment average aircraft weight
Wbuoy [lbf] Buoyancy weight
Wdry [lbf] Aircraft dry weight
Wend [lbf] Aircraft weight at end of flight segment
Wfuel [lbf] Fuel weight
Wfprimary

[lbf] Total fuel weight less reserves
Wfuelwing [lbf] Maximum fuel weight carried in wing
Wfuse [lbf] Fuselage weight
Whpesys [lbf] Power system weight
Wht [lbf] Horizontal tail weight
Wlg [lbf] Landing gear weight
Wmisc [lbf] Miscellanous system weight
Wmg [lbf] Main landing gear weight
Wng [lbf] Nose landing gear weight
Wpay [lbf] Payload weight
Wstart [lbf] Aircraft weight at start of flight segment
Wtail [lbf] Total tail weight
Wvt [lbf] Vertical tail weight
Wwing [lbf] Wing weight
Wzf [lbf] Zero fuel weight
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ARw [−] Wing aspect ratio(
L
D

)
[−] Lift/drag ratio

ξ [−] Takeoff parameter
a [ms ] Speed of sound
bw [m] Wing span
crootw [m] Wing root chord
t [min] Flight time
xCG [m] x-location of CG
xCGlg

[m] x-location of landing gear CG
xCGmisc

[m] x-location of miscellanous systems CG
xTO [m] Takeoff distance
xb [m] Wing box forward bulkhead location
xmisc [m] Miscellaneous systems centroid
xhpesys [m] Power systems centroid
xlg [m] Landing gear centroid
xmg [m] Main landing gear centroid
xng [m] Nose landing gear centroid
xtail [m] Tail centroid
xwing [m] Wing centroid
y [−] Takeoff parameter
zbre [−] Breguet parameter
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